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Technical Background
• The current research includes utilization of a combination of numerical and experimental approaches to provide detailed data necessary for validation and optimization purposes.
-Experimental evaluation of particle clusters will be investigated using high speed imaging. -The drag law applicable to particle clustering in fluidized beds will be developed using direct numerical simulations. -Finally the developed drag law will be implemented in the MFIX software and the results will be validated against experimental data.
Significance of the results of the work
• • Will develop missing critical constitutive relations to increase the fidelity of CFD models.
• Accurate drag law will result in improved modeling of multiphase flow systems such as fluidized beds and risers.
• Computational advances will be provided to NETL's opensource CFD tool MFIX and validation cases will be provided. 
Statement of project objectives
• To develop a two-fluid drag-law for clustered particles using direct numerical simulations with experimental validation.
-Fluidization experiments at the FIU CFB facility:
• Geldart A type particles to observe clustering of particles,
• High speed imaging to capture the instantaneous distribution of particles,
• Convert the images of particle clusters into particle configurations to be used in the DNS.
-Conduct DNS simulations at ISU:
• Use the outcome of the DNS for pressure field, velocities of the gas phase and solid particles to calculate the actual drag force on the system of particles.
-Develop a new drag correlation in the presence of particle clustering and implement in the MFIX computer code. (ISU and FIU)
• Integrate the new drag-law with MFIX,Type equation here. 
TWO FLUID MODEL

O'Brien and Syamlal Drag model
Gas-Solid Drag Force
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Type equation here.Algebraic Equilibrium Model for granular temperature
Clustering criterion
Scaling factor used by Ye et al. 2005 [1] dp 100 mm, 
Governing equations for particle motion
Interaction of solid and gas mean flow m eff = m1m2/ ( m1+ m2) X particle position V particle velocity r surface-to-surface distance A Hamaker constant R surface effective curvature =d p /2
Clustering criterion
Scaling factor Ha used in this research :
measure of the adhesive potential to the characteristic kinetic energy Hamaker constant ~ 10 -19 J for FCC [2] Particle diameter cut off surface to surface distance clustered consideration cut off surface to surface distance for clustered consideration granular temperature dp/d0~ 10 4
